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LANFIX 1.2 mod doesn't show the server list.. LANFIX 1.2 mod does not disable the "LAN" option..
LANFIX 1.2 mod is incompatible with LANFIX 1.1 mod.. To use LANFIX 1.1 mod, you need to use

LANFIX 1.2 mod. To use LANFIX 1.2 mod, you need to use LANFIX 1.1 mod. The mod doesn't show
the server list. LANFIX 1.2 mod doesn't disable the "LAN" option.. LANFIX 1.2 mod is incompatible

with LANFIX 1.1 mod.. To use LANFIX 1.1 mod, you need to use LANFIX 1.2 mod. To use LANFIX 1.2
mod, you need to use LANFIX 1.1 mod.. The LANFIX 1.1 mod did not support Skins for LAN.. The mod
doesn't show the server list.. LANFIX 1.2 mod doesn't disable the "LAN" option.. LANFIX 1.2 mod is

incompatible with LANFIX 1.1 mod.. To use LANFIX 1.1 mod, you need to use LANFIX 1.2 mod. To use
LANFIX 1.2 mod, you need to use LANFIX 1.1 mod.. LANFIX 1.1 mod disables the "LAN" option from
the menu. The mod was originally made by raus.. LANFIX 1.1 mod is incompatible with LANFIX 1.2

mod.. To use LANFIX 1.1 mod, you need to use LANFIX 1.2 mod. To use LANFIX 1. Easiest way is just
to do it the main folder of CoDWaW and copy and paste the lanfix named CoDWaW.exe to the folder
where you installed CoDWaWmp.exe which is located on your steam directory. Then just open the

file and click on LAN FIX then LAN Map. But remember you had to turn down the cg_fov in to 65
before you change it to 80. If you guys have so much problems with Hamachi, try out Garena it

worked out for me, well for other games, i have CoDWaW original. Asked my friend, it worked, all u
have to do is download 1.7 lanfix, patch CoD to patch 1.7, delete CoDWaW.exe, copy the lanfix and
rename it to CoDWaW.exe. And create lanfix desktop shortcut, or just launch it from codwaw main

folder.
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